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Tips & Tricks
l Degrees of Separation

From The Field
l Augering In
Antarctica

Sometimes it pays to tinker with
spoons. We often remove the factory
treble hook and replace it with a plain
single hook, adding an extra split ring
to more slightly separate the hook from
the spoon. This provides a pronounced
“pivot point,” allowing the hook to move
easier into a fish’s mouth when it inhales
the baited hook.
In-Fisherman Field Editor Gord Pyzer
accomplishes the same purpose with a
FASTACH clip. Remove the factory treble, add the clip to the split ring and
then reattach the treble (or a single
hook) to the end of the clip. Pyzer
often slides a minnow head over
the top of the treble hook with the
end of the hook coming out of the
minnow’s mouth, then puts the treble on the clip, making the minnow
head impossible for a fish to steal. FASTACH clips are available from Rollie and
Helen’s Musky Shop, muskyshop.com.

» And you
thought you had
it bad, having
to add an extension to your
power auger to
get through 40
inches of ice?

Salutes & Salutations
l Long Distance Runner

‘Eye Ride

AJ’s Freelance Guide Service, run by Captain James Jackson on Lake Toho and the Kissimmee Chain near Orlando, Florida, is the
longest-running Going Places advertiser in InFisherman history, so far as we can calculate.
Jackson consistently puts clients on big bass—
140924-INFP-080100 4/16/08
late December through March is prime time. He’s
also an exceptional angling theoretician who has
helped us film In-Fisherman TV segments
CATCH GIANT FL BASS
and has contributed to
Lake Toho & Kissimmee Chain
• Best Big Bass Lakes in the USA •
In-Fisherman magazine
(Near Disney)
AJ’S FREELANCER GUIDE SERVICE
articles. Contact him at
Since 1971
Holds W. Toho Record: 16 lbs 10 oz!
800/7238-8144, orlandCapt. James Jackson & Ed Chancey
obass.com.
www.orlandobass.com
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» Ren Girdler, Litchfield,

Connecticut, leaves little
doubt about his favorite fish.
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